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NEW QUESTION: 1
In order to effectively implement ___________ you must be able
to aggregate line items from individual orders to send to
suppliers and then separate them out again for customer
fulfillment.
A. supply chain visibility
B. cross-channel order management
C. store operations
D. social marketing
Answer: A
Explanation:
IBMSterling Supply Chain Visibility optimizes inbound supply
and outbound fulfillment processes through near real-time,
in-depth visibility across your supply chain networks. It
provides a thorough view of your inbound supply and outbound
fulfillment activity across your supply chain network by
providing connectivity to your various supply chain trading
partners and their enterprise applications.
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Answer: E,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
When implementing a fully integrated multi-site network using
only IP500 control units, which license is
required to be on all sites?
A. Advanced Small Community Networking
B. Preferred Edition - Messaging
C. IP500 Voice Networking Channels
D. IP500 IP Office Multi-Site Network
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://downloads.avaya.com/css/P8/documents/101005793

NEW QUESTION: 4
For a critical project, a new team has been formed from various
departments.The project manager should start team building by:
A. Taking the team offsite for icebreaker sessions and other
activities to ensure team members get to know each other.
B. Assembling the team and discussing roles and
responsibilities of each member on the team.
C. Creating a project charter, documenting roles and
responsibilities of each member, and sending it to the team
members.
D. Assembling the team and asking the members to achieve a
milestone in a small iteration.
Answer: B
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